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Introduction  

Closedness are basic concept for the study and investigation 

in general topological spaces. This concept has been generalized 

and studied by many authors from different points of views. In 

particular, Njastad [6] and Velicko [7] introduced  -open sets 

and  -closed sets respectively. R.Devi et al.[1] introduced  -

generalized closed (briefly g -closed) sets. More recently 

R.Devi, V.Kokilavani and P.Basker. [2] has introduced and 

studied the notion of  -closed sets which is implied by that of 

 -closed sets. In this paper we define a 
D -sets and studied 

the associated separation axioms.  

Preliminaries 

Throughout this present paper, spaces X and Y always mean 

topological spaces. Let X be a topological space and A, a subset 

of X. The closure of A and the interior of A are denoted by 

)(ACl   and )int(A , respectively. A subset A is said to be regular 

open (resp. regular closed) if ))(int( AclA   (resp. 

))(int(AclA   , The  -interior [7] of a subset A of X is the 

union of all regular open sets of X contained in A and is denoted 

by )(int A
. The subset A is called  -open [7] if )(int AA  , 

i.e., a set is  -open if it is the union of regular open sets. The 

complement of a  -open set is called  -closed. Alternatively, a 

set ),( XA  is called  -closed [7] if )(AclA  , where 

   AAclUxxAcl ))(int(/)( . The family of all 

 -open (resp.  -closed) sets in  is denoted by )(XO  (resp. 

)(XC ). A subset A  of X  is called  -open [6] if 

)))(int(int( AclA  and the complement of a  -open are called 

 -closed. The intersection of all  -closed sets containing A is 

called the   -closure of A and is denoted by )(Acl , Dually, 

 -interior of A is defined to be the union of all  -open sets 

contained in A and is denoted by )int(A . 

We recall the following definition used in sequel. 

Definition 2.1. A subset A of a space X is said to be 

(a) An  -generalized closed [1] ( g -closed) set if 

UAcl )(  whenever UA   and U  is  -open in ),( X . 

(b) A  -closed set [2] if UAcl )(
whenever UA  and U   

is g -open in ),( X . 

(c) A point Ax   is said to be  -Interior point of A  if A  

is a  -nbhd of x . The set of all  -Interior point of A  is 

called the  -Interior of A  and is denoted by )(int A . [4] 

(d) For a subset A of ),( X , we define the  -closure of A as 

follows FFAcl :{)(  is closed in }, XAX  . [4] 

D -sets and associated separation axioms 

Definition 3.1. A subset A of a topological space X is called a 
D -set if there are two ),(,  XOVU  such that XU   

and VUA / . 

It is true that every  -open set U different from  X is a 
D -

set if A=U and V . 

Definition 3.2. A topological space ),( X  is called 

(a) D.

0**  if for any distinct pair of points x and y of  X there 

exists a 
D -set of  X containing  x but not  y or a 

D -set 

of  X containing  y but not  x . 

(b) D.

1**  if for any distinct pair of points x and y of  X there 

exists a 
D -set of  X containing  x but not  y and a 

D -set 

of  X  containing  y  but not  x . 

(c) D.

2**  if for any distinct pair of points x and y of  X there 

exists disjoint 
D -sets G and E of  X containing  x and  y , 

respectively. 

(d) #

0T if for any distinct pair of points in  X , there is a  -

open set containing one of the points but not the other. 

(e) #

1T [5] if each pair of distinct points x and y in  X  there 

exists a  -open set  U in X such that Ux  and Uy  and a 

 -open set  V in  X such that Vy and Vx .
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(f) #

2T [5] if for each pair of distinct points x and y in  X there 

exist  -open sets  U and V such that VU  and Ux , 

Vy . 

Remark 3.3. Obviously, we have:  

(a) If ),( X  is #

kT , then it is  #

1kT ,k=1,2.  

(b) If ),( X is #

kT , then it is D

k

.

**  , k=0,1,2. 

(c) If ),( X is D

k

.

**  , then it is D

k

.

1**   ,k=1,2.  

Theorem 3.4. For a topological space ),( X  the following 

statements are true: 

(a) ),( X is D.

0**  if and only if it is #

0T . 

(b) ),( X is D.

1**  if and only if it is D.

2** . 

Proof. (a) The sufficiency is Remark 3.3 (b). To prove 

necessity. Let ),( X be D.

0**  Then for each distinct pair x, y in 

X, at least one of  x, y  say x, belongs to a 
D -set G but 

Gy . Let 
21 \UUG   where XU 1

 and 

),(, 21  XOUU  .Then  
1Ux , and for Gy  we have two 

cases:  (i) 
1Uy  (ii) 

1Uy  and 
2Uy  .  

In case (i) , 1U  contains x but does not contain y;  

In case (ii), 2U  contains  y but does not contain  x. Hence  X is 

#

0T .  

(b) Sufficiency. Remark 3.3(c). 

Necessity. Suppose X D.

1** . Then for each distinct pair 

Xyx , , we have 
D -sets 21,GG  such that 

,1Gx ,1Gy  and ,2Gy ,2Gx . Let 211 \UUG   

and 432 \UUG  . From ,2Gx  we have either 
3Ux  or 

3Ux  and 
4Ux . We discuss the two cases separately. 

(a) 
3Ux . From ,1Gy  we have two subcases:  

(i) 
1Uy . From 

21 \UUx  we have )(\ 321 UUUx  and 

from 43 \UUy we have )(\ 413 UUUy  . It is easy to 

see that  )(\)(\ 413321 UUUUUU . 

(i) 
1Uy and 

2Uy . We have 
21 \UUx , 

2Uy . 

 221 )\( UUU . 

(b) 
3Ux and 

4Ux . We have 
43 \UUy , 

4Ux . 

 443 )\( UUU . 

From the discussion above we know that the space  X is 
D.

2** .  

Theorem 3.5. If ),( X is D.

1** , then it is #

0T . 

Proof. The proof of this theorem follows by Remark 3.3 and 

Theorem 3.4. 

Theorem 3.6. A topological space ),( X  is #

0T if and only if 

for each pair of distinct points x, y of  X , 

})({})({ yx clcl   . 

Proof. Sufficiency: Suppose that Xyx , , yx   and 

})({})({ yx clcl   .Let z is a point of  X such that 

})({xz cl  but })({yz cl . We claim that })({yx cl . 

For, if })({yx cl  then })({})({ yx clcl   . And this 

contradicts the fact that })({yz cl . Consequently x belongs 

to the  -open. Set 
c

cl y})]({[  to which y does not belong. 

 

Necessity: Let ),( X  be a #

0T -space and  x, y be any two 

distinct points of  X . There exists a  -open set G
 
containing  x 

or  y , say  x  but not  y . Then cG is a  -closed set which does 

not contain but contains  y . Since })({ycl   is the smallest 

 -closed set containing  y (Theorem 2.11[3]), 
c

cl Gy })({ , and so })({yx cl . 

Consequently })({})({ yx clcl   . 

Theorem 3.7 A topological space ),( X  is #

1T  if and only if 

the singletons are  -closed sets. 

Proof. Suppose ),( X is #

1T  and  x be any point of  X . Let 

cxy }{ . Then yx   and so there exists a  -open set 

yU such that 
yUy but 

yUx . Consequently c

y xUy }{  

i.e., }}{\{}{ c

y

c xyUx   which is -open.  

Conversely. Suppose }{p
 
is  -closed for every Xp . Let 

Xyx ,  with yx  . Now yx   implies cxy }{ . Hence 

cx}{  is a  -open set containing  y  but not containing x. 

Similarly 
cx}{  is a  -open set containing  x  but not 

containing  y . Accordingly  X  is a #

1T -space.  

Definition 3.8. A point Xx  which has only  X  as the  -

neighborhood is called a  -neat point. 

Theorem 3.9. For a #

0T  topological space ),( X the following 

are equivalent: 

(a) ),( X is D.

1**  

(b) ),( X has no  -neat point. 

Proof. )()( ba  . Since ),( X  is D.

1** , so each point  x  of  X  

is contained in a 
D -set VUO \   and thus in U. By 

definition XU  . This implies that  x  is not a  -neat point. 

)()( ab  . If  X  is #

0T , then for each distinct pair of points 

Xyx , , atleast one of them,  x (say) has a  -neighborhood  

U  containing  x  and not  y .Thus  which is different from  X  

is a 
D -set. If  X  has no  -neat point, then y is not a  -

neat point. This means that there exists a  -neighborhood V of  

y  such that XV  . Thus )\( UVy  but not  x  and UV \ is a 

D -set. Hence  X  is D.

1** . 

Remark 3.10. It is clear that a #

0T  topological space ),( X  is 

not D.

1**  if and only if there is a unique  -neat point in  X . It 

is unique because if  x  and  y  are both  -neat point in  X ; 

then at least one of them say  x  has a  -neighborhood   U  

containing  x  but not  y . But this is a contradiction since 

XU  . 

Definition 3.11. A topological space ),( X  is  -symmetric if 

for  x  and  y  in  X ; })({yx cl  implies })({xy cl . 

Definition 3.12. A subset A of a topological space ),( X  is 

called a  # -closed set (briefly.  # -closed -set) if 

UAcl )(  whenever UA  and U is  -open in ),( X . 

Lemma 3.13. Every  -closed set is  # -closed -set. 

Theorem 3.14. A topological space ),( X  is  -symmetric if 

and only iff {x} is  # -closed  for each Xx . 
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Proof. Assume that })({yx cl  but })({xy cl . This 

means that the complement of })({xcl  contains y . Therefore 

the set }{y  is a subset of the complement of })({xcl . This 

implies that })({ycl  is a subset of the complement of 

})({xcl . Now the complement of })({xcl  contains  x  

which is a contradiction.  

Conversely, suppose that ),(}{  XOEx  , but })({xcl  is 

not a subset of E. This means that })({xcl  and the 

complement of  E  are not disjoint. Let  y  belongs to their 

intersection. Now we have })({yx cl  which is a subset of 

the complement of  E  and Ex . But this is a contradiction.  

Corollary 3.15. If a topological space ),( X  is a #

1T -space, 

then it is -symmetric. 

Proof. In a #

1T -space singleton sets are  -closed (Theorem 

3.7) and therefore  # -closed  (Lemma 3.13). By Theorem 

3.14, the space is  -symmetric. 

Corollary 3.16. For a topological space ),( X the following are 

equivalent:  

(a) ),( X is  -symmetric and #

0T  

(b) ),( X  is #

1T . 

Proof. By Corollary 3.15 and Remark 3.3 it suffices to prove 

only )()( ba  . Let, then yx   and by #

0T , we may assume 

that cyGx }{1   for some ),(1  XOG  . Then 

})({yx cl  and hence })({xy cl . There exists a  

),(2  XOG   such that cxGy }{2   and ),( X is a #

1T -

space. 

Theorem 3.17. For a  -symmetric topological space 

),( X the following are equivalent: 

(a) ),( X is #

0T ; 

(b) ),( X  is D.

1** ; 

(c) ),( X is #

1T . 

Proof. )()( ca  : Corollary 3.16. 

)()()( abc  : Remark 3.3 and Theorems 3.4 and 3.5.  

Definition 3.18. A function ),(),(:  YXf   is said to be 

 -irresolute if for each Xx  and each  -open set V 

containing )(xf , there is a  -open set U in X containing x 

such that VUf )( .  

Lemma 3.19. A function ),(),(:  YXf   is  -irresolute if 

and only if the inverse image of each  -open set is  -open. 

Definition 3.20. Let ),( X  be a topological space,  Xx  and 

},{ Ssxs  a net of  X . We say that the net },{ Ssxs   -

converges to  x  if for each  -open set  U  containing  x  there 

exists an element Ss 0
 such that 

0ss  implies Uxs  . 

Definition 3.21. A filterbase F  is called  -convergent to a 

point  x  in  X , if for any  -open set  of  containing  x , 

there exists B in  F   such that  B  is a subset of  U . 

Theorem 3.22. For a function ),(),(:  YXf  , the following 

statements are equivalent: 

(a) f  is  -continuous; 

(b) For each Xx  and each filterbase  F  which  -

converges to  x , )(Ff   -converges to )(xf . 

(c) For each Xx  and each net },{ Ssxs   in X which  -

converges to  x , we have that the net }),({ Ssxf s   of  Y  -

converges to Yxf )( . 

Proof. Obvious. 

Definition 3.23. A function ),(),(:  YXf   is said to be 

D -Irresolute if for each Xx  and each 
D -set V  

containing )(xf , there is a 
D -set U in  X  containing  x  

such that VUf )( . 

Lemma 3.24. A function ),(),(:  YXf   is 
D -

Irresolute if and only if the inverse image of each 
D -set is 

D -set. 

Definition 3.25. Let ),( X  be a topological space,  Xx  and 

},{ Ssxs  be a net of  X . We say that the net },{ Ssxs   
D -

converges to  x  if for each 
D -set  U  containing  x  there 

exists an element Ss 0
 such that 

0ss   implies Uxs  . 

Definition 3.26. A filterbase  F  is called 
D -convergent to a 

point  x  in  X , if for any 
D -set  U  of  X  containing  x , 

there exists  B  in  F  such that  B  is a subset of  U . 

Theorem 3.27. For a function ),(),(:  YXf  , the 

following statements are equivalent: 

(a) f  is  
D -Irresolute; 

(b) For each Xx  and each filterbase F which 
D -

converges to  x ,  )(Ff  
D -converges to )(xf . 

(c) For each Xx  and each net },{ Ssxs  in X which 
D -

converges to , we have that the net }),({ Ssxf s  of Y 
D -

converges to Yxf )( . 

Proof. Obvious. 

Theorem 3.28. If ),(),(:  YXf   is a  -continuous 

surjective function and E is a 
D -set in Y; then the inverse 

image of  E  is a 
D -set in  X . 

Proof. Let  E  be a 
D -set in  . Then there are  -open sets 

1U and 
2U  in  Y  such that 

21 \UUS   and  YU 1
 . By the 

 -continuous of f , )( 1

1 Uf   and )( 2

1 Uf   are  -open in  X 

. Since YU 1
 , we have XUf  )( 1

1 . Hence 

)(\)()( 2

1

1

11 UfUfEf    is a 
D -set.  

Theorem 3.29. If ),( Y  is D.

1**  and ),(),(:  YXf   is 

 -continuous and bijective, then ),( X  is D.

1** . 

Proof. Suppose that  Y  is a D.

1**  space. Let x and y be any pair 

of distinct points in  X . Since is injective and  Y  is D.

1** , 

there exist 
D -sets 

xG  and 
yG  of   Y  containing )(xf  and 

)(yf  respectively, such that 
xGyf )(  and 

yGxf )( . By 

Theorem 3.28, )(1

xGf   and )(1

yGf    are 
D -sets in  X  

containing x and y respectively. This implies that  X  is a D.

1**  

space.  

Theorem 3.30. A topological space ),( X is D.

1**  if and only if 

for each pair of distinct points Xyx , , there exists a  -
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continuous surjective function ),(),(:  YXf  , where  Y is a 

D.

1**  space such that )(xf  and )(yf  are distinct. 

Proof. Necessity. For every pair of distinct points of   X , it 

suffices to take the identity function on X.  

Sufficiency. Let x and y be any pair of distinct points in  X . By 

hypothesis, there exists a  -continuous, surjective function f  

of a space  X  onto a D.

1**  space Y such that )()( yfxf  . 

Therefore, there exist disjoint 
D -sets 

xG  and 
yG  in  Y  such 

that 
xGxf )(  and 

yGyf )( . Since f  is -continuous and 

surjective, by Theorem 3.28, )(1

xGf   and )(1

yGf   are 

disjoint
D -sets in  X  containing x and y respectively. Hence 

by Theorem 3.6,  X  is D.

1**  space.  
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